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     Dates to Remember 

 

June 15th Happy Father’s Day! 

June 21st Graduation and Concert for the Preschool. 11:00 to 1:00 at  

the school.  

June 26th Ice Cream Social. School will close at 3:00pm that day 

No extended day. Ice Cream and popsicles will be served till 4:00. 

June 27th No School-Summer Program prep  

 

Reminders: 

 

Please remember to send in a sun hat for your child. Also a reminder about our summer shoe 

policy. Children should wear closed toe shoes with a strap on the back. Flip flops and 

scandals are discourage due to the child’s inability to run and play safely with them.  

Check your child’s cubby for weather appropriate clothes and take home items that no 

longer fit.  

Our summer session begins July 7th. Please send in a bathing suit and water shoes if you have 

them. Please! Please! Please! label label label. Keeping track of seven to twenty different 

children’s items is daunting so this will certainly help – thank you!  

 

Make a Wish Come True:  The preschool is looking to make some raised garden beds(3) for 

our garden curriculum. We have the supplies, we have the directions, we just need a person 

to build them for us.  If you build it the children will plant.  

 

 

 

Montessori Beginnings Newsletter 

 

 

Quote of the month… 

 

 
Toddler Two Room 

Sam will be three 

Dylan will be three 

Preschool Room 

Colton will be four 

Tyler will be five 

Liam will be five 

Avery will be four 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                 

 

  
In June we will focus on all types of bugs. 
 
Language:  

We will introduce new cards at circle time. These pictures 

 will include a lady bug, bee, and spider. We will have 

a bug matching work using pretend bugs and pictures. 

The children will continue to explore their emotions through 

books and picture cards. As the children’s vocabulary is  

expanding we will incorporate more opportunities for them 

to use this evolving skill.  

Sensorial/Math 

Our tactile table this month will include rice and plastic bugs to  

to explore with magnifying glasses and tongs. The children  

will have a new magnet rod and sphere work. The children l  

will have the opportunity to work with color blocks. 

Practical Life: 

The young toddlers will be scooping rice and continue pouring colored water from 

one pitcher to the next. We will have a bug washing work, a posting work with pipe cleaners. 

The shelves will also host a zipper and buckle work. The children will start using crayons to 

help with emergent literacy and express their artistic ability.  

Self-Help Skills: 

The children will continue to clean up after they finish their work. They are working hard on 

serving themselves their snack, lunch and using their utensils while they eat.  

Gross motor:  

The young toddlers are having great fun outside running, climbing, and taking advantage of 

our nature explorer classroom. The children are using push toys, scooters, and the little tike 

cars to move around with on the deck.  

Cooking and Art: The children will make a fruit salad. They will also create Father’s Day gifts 

using their fingerprints to make caterpillars.  

 

 
 

 
 

                                                                                    

 

 

Toddler one Room news 

                               

June Song of the Month! 

 

              
I’m bringing home a baby 

bumble bee. Won’t my 

mommy be so proud of me.  

I’m bringing home a baby 

bumble bee, oh no he stung 

me.. I am squishing up the 

baby bumble bee, won’t my 

mommy be so pround of me. 

I’m squishing up a baby 

bumble bee.. Oh no it’s all 

over me. I’m wiping off the 

baby bumble bee. Won’t my 

mommy be so proud of me. 

I’m wiping off the baby 

bumble bee…oh no it’s all 
gone! 

Books 

 



 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                          

 

           

                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Toddler Two Room News 

This month we continue to develop 

our independence to ready us for 

preschool. We will continue to build a 

sense of community as we work together 

and learn about flowers, plants, and 

insects this month.  

 

Language: Our letter basket will include 

letters o and w. We will have a new 

letter matching work; matching 

magnetic letters to their own outline. A 

special project for name recognition 

(making rainbow names).An Eric Carle 

work of matching parent animals with 

their babies will be introduced. We also 

continue to work on name recognition 

with our new red labeled snack cups.  

Math/Sensorial: Our sensorial shelf will 

feature a shape matching work, color 

sorting with objects from nature, and 

wooden sound blocks, a new counting 

work with a basket of flowers and a 

sorting work with bugs.  The children 

can sort by color and classification will 

also be added.  

Practical Life: Our practical life shelves 

will hold works with spring insects and 

flowers. Tweezing with small berries, 

scooping beans with flowers, and 

flower arranging will be some of the 

works on our shelf. Pouring works 

featuring water and sand along with a 

new washing work are also available. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Books 

         

                                                
 

 

Art: 

We will create a butterfly sun 

catcher, handprint owl picture and a 

bright water color flower picture.  

Cooking and Science: 

 We will continue our interest in 

plants and spring insects with new flower 

and butterfly puzzles.  The children will 

create their own play dough and use 

assorted flower and butterfly cookie 

cutters and other natural objects to 

explore it with.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        

         Preschool Room news 

Practical Life = This month the shelves will be filled with things related to dinosaurs or plants. 

dinosaur and plant theme. We will have two sensorial bins throughout the month; first, one with 

a dinosaur theme and second, a seed planting theme. We will be cutting string beans, 

washing a dinosaur and using clothes pins to hang pieces of cloth. The shelves will have 

several new scooping, tweezing and pouring works with a plant or dinosaur theme.  

Lesson given during morning meeting: We did not get to our sickly plant experiment so we will 

do it this month. We will talk about the parts of a flower, dinosaurs and reviewing what makes 

something living or non-living.   

Language arts: The author this month is Mo Willems. The language shelf will still have all five 

language boxes but with new works to reinforce those letters. A new alphabet puzzle and 

worksheets for the older children will be added. The children will do a M is for Moose page 

and G is for Canadian Goose. The book bin will be filled with books on dinosaurs. There will be 

a basket with a vowel matching work and another with a constant matching work. Matching 

an object to a word work will also be offered.  

Science: The science center will have books on planting. We will start our vegetable garden 

this month. The puzzle stand will house  flower, seed, leaf, and tree puzzles. Sam has made us a 

new living and non-living work. The children will explore magnets including a dinosaur magnet 

work. And back by very popular demand our famous Dinosaur Dig.  

The children will get a chance to be paleontologist and dig for dinosaur bones in our nature 

explorer playground.  

Math/Sensorial: Several new counting to ten works will be on display this month. There is also 

an addition matching puzzle. The children are getting very good at identifying the geometric 

solids. You should ask them what a sphere, cube, or prism look like. We have brought out the 

hundreds board and children will be able to put their name on a chart when they reach 100! 

Jack will be putting his name on the chart soon. We will be graphing our favorite vegetables. 

The children will use a small container of sand to practice writing numbers. The children will 

have the opportunity to use a blindfold for two works; one using knobbed cylinders and the 

other, fabric matching. The sense of touch will be critical to these works.  

Geography/Culture: We are heading to Canada this month. The children will explore the 

travel suitcase full of a matching work and items from Canada. We will color the Canadian 

flag and a map of Canada.  

Art:  An art portfolio, Fathers Day projects and dinosaurs that stand up are some of the art 

projects in store for the preschoolers this month. We will also make an edible parts of the flower 

snack.  

Cooking project: We will be reading and making Stone Soup. We will talk about the different 

vegetables we will use to make our soup.  

                                                 



 

 

 

 

Preschool June menu 

2  

Dinosaur chicken 

nuggets/mixed 

veggie and fruit 

 

3 

 Dinosaur chicken 

nuggets/mixed 

veggie and fruit 

 

 

 

 

 

4 

 

Bring their own 

5 

 

Bring their own 

 

 

6 

 

Bring their own 

9  

Dinosaur Mac 

and 

Cheese/peas/ 

apples 

10     

Dinosaur Mac and 

Cheese/peas/ 

apples 

11 Edible parts 

of a flower 

snack 

 

Bring their own 

 

12 Edible parts 

of a flower 

snack 

 

Bring their own 

13 

 

Bring their own 

 

 

16  

Pancakes and 

Canadian bacon 

and syrup/fruit 

 

 

 

 

17 

Pancakes and 

Canadian bacon 

and syrup/fruit 

veg 

 

18  

 

Bring their own 

 

 

19  

 

Bring their own 

 

Dino Dig 

20 

 

Bring their own 

 

Dino Dig 

 

23 

Vegetable soup 

(Stone Soup) 

Crackers/fruit/ 

Cheese cubes 

 

 

24 

Vegetable 

soup(Stone soup) 

Crackers/fruit/ 

Cheese cubes 

 

25 

 

Bring their own 

26 

 

Bring their own 

Ice Cream 

Social  

 
 

27 

 

No School 

 

 
 


